Introduction {#Sec1}
============

The top quark is the heaviest known fundamental particle and is unique in many respects. In the Standard Model, its large mass derives from a Yukawa coupling to the Higgs boson \[[@CR1], [@CR2]\] close to unity. Thus it plays a critical role in the quantum corrections to the electroweak Higgs potential and possible vacuum instability at high energies (see Ref. \[[@CR3]\] for a review). Because of its large mass, the top quark has a lifetime shorter than the typical time scale of hadronisation of coloured quarks to hadrons. Hence, the properties of the top quark can be investigated unaffected from non-perturbative effects occuring in hadronic bound states. However, the hadronisation of the quarks and gluons constituting the jets from the decay products of the top quark introduces an unavoidable sensitivity of the measured top-quark mass on non-perturbative effects. The top-quark mass $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$m_{t}$$\end{document}$, is also an essential parameter in high-precision fits to electroweak observables \[[@CR4]\].

The top-quark mass can be determined from decay channels involving hadronic and leptonic decays of the intermediate $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$W$$\end{document}$ boson. For the recent world-average top-quark mass value \[[@CR5]\], the highest precision \[[@CR6]--[@CR15]\] comes from measurements using the lepton plus jets final state in the decay of top--antitop pairs ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$t\bar{t}$$\end{document}$). This channel has a substantial branching fraction and allows a relatively unambiguous assignment of jets to partons from the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$t\bar{t}$$\end{document}$ decay. Such events are selected using the lepton and neutrino from the decay of a $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$W$$\end{document}$ boson from one member of the top--antitop pair.

Events in which the top--antitop quark pair decays into a fully hadronic final state constitute both the largest branching fraction and a complementary final state for the determination of the top-quark mass. The fully hadronic decay mode has been used in Refs. \[[@CR10], [@CR11]\] to measure the top-quark mass from $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$t\bar{t}$$\end{document}$ pairs. This decay mode is used in this analysis to measure the top-quark mass from $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$t\bar{t}$$\end{document}$ pairs produced in proton--proton collisions provided by the LHC, and observed by the ATLAS detector. The major background to this final state, with orders of magnitude larger cross section, is multijet production from proton--proton collisions other than $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$t\bar{t}$$\end{document}$ pairs. Particular experimental attention is required to precisely estimate and control this large background. This analysis employs a data-driven method to form a multijet background prediction. Selected data events are divided into several disjoint regions using two uncorrelated observables, such that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$t\bar{t}$$\end{document}$ events accumulate only in one of these regions. The background is derived from the other regions, determining both the shape and normalisation of the background distribution in the signal region.

As the top-quark mass is calculated from the measured energy and momentum of reconstructed jets, an accurate understanding of energy and momentum measurements is essential. The dependence of the measured top-quark mass on the jet energy measurement uncertainty is reduced by exploiting the fact that two of the three jets originate from the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$W$$\end{document}$ boson produced in the top-quark decay and that the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$W$$\end{document}$-boson mass is known very precisely. The analysis presented in this paper uses the observable $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$R_{3/2}= m_{jjj}/m_{jj}$$\end{document}$ to achieve a cancellation of systematic effects common to the masses of the reconstructed top quark ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$m_{jj}$$\end{document}$).

The ATLAS detector {#Sec2}
==================

The ATLAS detector \[[@CR16]\] at the LHC covers nearly the entire solid angle around the collision point. The inner detector (ID), which is located closest to the interaction point, provides charged-particle tracking in the range of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\eta $$\end{document}$ is the pseudorapidity.[1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"} The ID comprises a high-granularity silicon pixel detector, a silicon microstrip tracker and a transition radiation tracker, and is surrounded by a thin superconducting solenoid providing a magnetic field of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$2$$\end{document}$ T. The electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters are located outside the solenoid and cover the pseudorapidity range $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$|\eta |<3.2$$\end{document}$, electromagnetic calorimetry is provided by barrel and endcap lead/liquid-argon (LAr) sampling calorimeters. Hadronic energy measurements are provided by a steel/scintillator tile calorimeter in the central region and copper/LAr calorimeters in the endcaps. The forward regions are instrumented with copper/LAr and tungsten/LAr calorimeters, optimised for electromagnetic and hadronic energy measurements, respectively. The calorimeter system is surrounded by a muon spectrometer, comprising separate trigger and high-precision tracking chambers. They measure the deflection of muons in a magnetic field with a field integral up to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$8$$\end{document}$ Tm, generated by one barrel and two endcap superconducting air-core toroids.

A three-level trigger system is used. The first-level trigger is implemented in hardware and uses a subset of detector information to reduce the event rate to a design value of at most $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$75$$\end{document}$ kHz. This is followed by two software-based trigger levels, which together reduce the event rate to a few hundred Hz.

The energy scale and resolution of the electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeter systems \[[@CR17]\] as well as the performance of the tracking detector for tagging jets from bottom quarks through the displaced decay vertices of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$b$$\end{document}$-flavoured hadrons \[[@CR18]--[@CR20]\] are of major importance for the precision of this measurement. Jet energies measured by the electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters are adjusted using correction factors, obtained from an in situ calibration \[[@CR17]\], which depend on pseudorapidity ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p_{\mathrm {T}}$$\end{document}$).

Data, simulation, event selection and reconstruction {#Sec3}
====================================================

Data and simulation {#Sec4}
-------------------

This measurement uses data recorded by the ATLAS detector during 2011 from $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$7\mathrm{\,TeV}$$\end{document}$ proton--proton collisions corresponding to an integrated luminosity of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$4.6\,\text{ fb }^{-1}$$\end{document}$ \[[@CR21]\]. Events were generated using Monte Carlo (MC) programs in order to investigate systematic uncertainties, to correct for systematic effects, and to generate template distributions used for fitting the top-quark mass. A fast simulation of the ATLAS detector response, which is based on full simulation of the tracking detectors and on parameterisations for the electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeter showers \[[@CR22]\], was applied to the generated events. For systematic studies a smaller sample of events was processed by a full [Geant4]{.smallcaps} \[[@CR23]\] simulation of the ATLAS detector \[[@CR24]\]. The agreement between parameterised and full simulation was verified in detail, as described in Ref. \[[@CR22]\]. The remaining differences are small and accounted for by a systematic uncertainty. All simulated events were subject to the same selection criteria and reconstructed using the same algorithms applied to data. To generate $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$t\bar{t}$$\end{document}$ events, the MC program [Powheg-box]{.smallcaps} \[[@CR25], [@CR26]\] was employed, which incorporates a theoretical calculation in next-to-leading-order (NLO) accuracy in the strong coupling $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\alpha _S$$\end{document}$, with NLO parton distribution functions (PDFs) CT10 \[[@CR27]\]. The generated partons are showered and hadronised by [Pythia]{.smallcaps} \[[@CR28]\]. Adjustable parameters of [Pythia]{.smallcaps} are fixed to the values obtained in the [Perugia 2011C]{.smallcaps} (P2011C) tune \[[@CR29]\]. Signal events were generated assuming seven different top-quark mass values from $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$172.5\mathrm{\,GeV}$$\end{document}$. In addition to the hard collisions leading to the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$t\bar{t}$$\end{document}$ signal, soft scattering processes between the remnants of the protons can take place. Such processes underlying the signal events are also modelled by [Pythia]{.smallcaps} using the tuned parameters from [Perugia 2011C]{.smallcaps}. Multiple soft proton--proton collisions can take place between different protons in the same bunch crossing (in-time pile-up) or arise from collisions in preceding or subsequent bunch crossings (out-of-time pile-up) due to the time sensitivity of the detector being longer than the time between bunch crossings. Such multiple inelastic interactions were also generated by [Pythia]{.smallcaps}, and are reweighted in the simulation to match the distribution of the number of interactions per bunch crossing measured in the data. This number of interactions ranges from 3 to 17, with an average of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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For studies of systematic uncertainties an additional, large sample of signal events was generated at $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$172.5\mathrm{\,GeV}$$\end{document}$, using [Powheg-box]{.smallcaps} and [Pythia]{.smallcaps} with the [Perugia 2012]{.smallcaps} tune.

Event selection {#Sec5}
---------------

Table 1Summary of event selection requirements for signal eventsJet-based trigger$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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A jet-based trigger is used in which the jets are reconstructed in the online trigger system \[[@CR30]\]. This jet reconstruction executes the anti-$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Events are selected according to the requirements listed in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} and detailed in the following. Only events with a well-reconstructed primary vertex formed by at least five tracks with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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A signal event is required to have at least six jets. Only jets in the central part of the calorimeter ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Reconstruction {#Sec6}
--------------

Fig. 1Comparison of the distribution of the unnormalised logarithmic likelihood for the reconstruction of fully hadronic $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In each selected event, a fully hadronic $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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After applying the above selection requirements and performing the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Modelling of multijet background {#Sec7}
================================

The multijet background contribution is large and cannot be removed completely from any distribution used to measure the top-quark mass in the fully hadronic final state. Currently only leading-order theory calculations for final states with up to six parton are available in MC generator programs. Therefore, the multijet background is determined from the data.
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Top-quark mass measurement {#Sec8}
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The modelled multijet background, obtained using Eq. ([4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}), is parameterised by a Gaussian function plus a linear function, thus involving five parameters. The resulting fit to data is shown in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} and yields $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$=40/36=1.08$$\end{document}$. The shape of the fitted parameterisation is assumed to be independent of the top-quark mass while the normalisation is obtained from fitting to the data distribution. Any residual dependence of this parameterisation on the top-quark mass is accounted for by a systematic uncertainty (see Sect. [6](#Sec9){ref-type="sec"}).
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Equation ([5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}) is maximised with respect to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The statistical uncertainty of the fit is studied by performing pseudo-experiments, where 5000 pseudo-datasets of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The expected statistical uncertainty of the fit when neglecting the correlation is shown in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}. A fit of a Gaussian function to the output of the 5000 pseudo-experiments yields an expected statistical uncertainty of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The same procedure with 5000 pseudo-datasets is applied to each of the seven top-quark mass values used for MC simulation, considering the correlation of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$1.35\mathrm{\,GeV}$$\end{document}$ quoted in Eq. ([7](#Equ7){ref-type=""}). The bias indicated by the non-zero mean value of the pull distribution is corrected for in the above quoted result. The uncertainty of the pull mean value is considered as part of the systematic uncertainty related to the calibration of this measurement method.

Systematic uncertainties {#Sec9}
========================

A large number of potential sources of systematic uncertainty were evaluated. They can be categorised as uncertainties due to: (i) the modelling of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$b$$\end{document}$-quark identification efficiency. These are described in detail in Sects. [6.1](#Sec10){ref-type="sec"}--[6.3](#Sec12){ref-type="sec"}. In general, for every investigated source of systematic uncertainty the likelihood fit of Eq. ([5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}) for the top-quark mass is repeated with a modified parameter. Any change of the measured top-quark mass is assigned as the systematic uncertainty due to this source. The total systematic uncertainty arises from adding all individual contributions in quadrature. Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} lists the individual contributions and their combination. The largest systematic uncertainties are due to the jet and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Signal modelling {#Sec10}
----------------

All systematic uncertainties related to the modelling of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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**Method calibration** Our particular choice of signal parameterisation functions and the adopted linear dependence of the parameters of these functions on the top-quark mass value can affect the reconstructed top-quark mass. This uncertainty is estimated from the differences between the fitted and the input top-quark mass value when determining the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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**Trigger** Studies of the trigger efficiency close to the threshold region reveal a 5 % difference between data and MC simulation. The impact of this deviation is evaluated by reweighting the efficiency for triggering MC simulation events to match the efficiency observed in data as a function of the transverse momentum of the fifth leading jet. The observed change in the measured top-quark mass is $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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**Signal MC generator** The impact of the choice of [Powheg-box]{.smallcaps} as the signal MC generator is evaluated by generating $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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**Hadronisation** Potential systematic uncertainties due to our choice of parton shower and hadronisation model are assessed by using [Powheg]{.smallcaps}$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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**Colour reconnection** Consequences of reconnection of colour flux lines between the partons are estimated with [Powheg-box]{.smallcaps} and [Pythia]{.smallcaps} by comparing simulated $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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**Underlying event** The potential uncertainty due to the choice of a particular model to simulate underlying events is evaluated by considering events simulated using [Powheg-box]{.smallcaps} and [Pythia]{.smallcaps} based on the [Perugia]{.smallcaps} 2012 tune and comparing to events based on the [Perugia 2012]{.smallcaps}[mpiHi]{.smallcaps} tune \[[@CR29]\], which has an increased rate of jets from multi-parton interactions. Both tunes use the same parameters for the modelling of colour reconnection and both predict similar activity in the plane transverse to the leading charged particle. The samples used for colour reconnection uncertainties are based on different values for these parameters. The full difference between the fitted mass values of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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**Initial- and final-state QCD radiation** The impact from additional jets due to initial- and final-state QCD radiation, ISR and FSR, respectively, on the top-quark mass measurement is analysed with dedicated $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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**Proton--parton distribution function** The $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$t\bar{t}$$\end{document}$ templates is derived from samples generated using [MC\@NLO]{.smallcaps} with [Herwig]{.smallcaps} for hadronisation. For every additional PDF set, the simulated events are reweighted by the ratio of the varied PDF to the central PDF. Signal templates are constructed for each of these 26 pairs of sets. Using these templates, pseudo-experiments are performed per pair of PDF sets but using the same events for the up and down variations within every pair to alleviate the effects of the statistical fluctuations. Half of the sum in quadrature of the difference within each of the 26 pairs is assigned as the systematic uncertainty derived from the CTEQ PDF. Additionally, the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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**Pile-up** The consequences of additional proton--proton interactions on the top-quark mass measurement are investigated by repeating the full analysis separately as a function of the number of reconstructed collision vertices, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Background modelling {#Sec11}
--------------------

Each of the prescriptions in Eq. ([3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}) yields an independent estimate of the multijet background to the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Jet measurement {#Sec12}
---------------

Systematic uncertainties due to measuring jets are listed in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} and detailed in the following.

**Jet energy scale** The relative jet energy scale uncertainty varies between about 1 and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\eta $$\end{document}$ of the jet. This was investigated in detail in Refs. \[[@CR17], [@CR34], [@CR35]\], which prescribe 21 components of uncertainty, including a proper treatment of the correlations between the individual sources. The 21 components involve nuisance parameters from different in situ techniques applied to evaluate residual jet energy scale correction factors which account for differences between data and MC simulation. They originate from the calibration method, the calorimeter response, the detector simulation and the specific choice of parameters in the physics model employed by the MC event generator. Further sources of uncertainty are related to the extrapolation to the high-$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p_{\mathrm {T}}$$\end{document}$ region, to the intercalibration of jets at large pseudorapidity with central jets and to the pile-up. Topology-dependent uncertainties arising from the relative numbers of jets initiated by gluons and light quarks are included as well as uncertainties on the response to jets with nearby hadronic activity. The 21 components are considered uncorrelated. After repeating the top-quark mass measurement separately for each component, the variation in the top-quark mass value obtained from the up and down variation of each nuisance parameter is symmetrised. The individual symmetrised contributions are added in quadrature to estimate the overall $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} lists the individual systematic uncertainty components related to the energy measurements of jets combined into different categories according to the type of source and correlations (see Ref. \[[@CR34]\]).Table 4Individual contributions to the systematic uncertainty of the top-quark mass due to uncertainties on the jet energy scale listed in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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**Jet energy resolution** The impact of a residual difference between the jet energy resolution in data and MC simulation is accounted for by smearing the energy of each reconstructed jet in the simulation by a Gaussian function before applying the event selection requirements (see Ref. \[[@CR54]\] for details). The top-quark mass measurement is repeated using the smeared jet energies yielding a variation of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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**Jet reconstruction efficiency** The jet reconstruction efficiency was found in Ref. \[[@CR17]\] to differ in data and MC simulation by no more than $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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**Soft contribution to missing energy** Measured energy deposits in the calorimeter which are not associated with a high-$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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**Jet vertex fraction scale factor uncertainty** The difference in JVF between data and MC simulation is corrected by applying scale factors. These scale factors, varied according to their uncertainty, are applied to MC simulation events as a function of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Comparison with alternative analysis {#Sec13}
====================================

The result of this measurement is compared with an independent measurement based on essentially the same selection described in Sect. [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"}. For this independent measurement, however, entirely different methods are chosen for alleviating the effects due to uncertainties from the jet energy measurement and for modelling the multijet background. Applying a simultaneous two-dimensional fit to the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In the independent alternative measurement, the multijet background is modelled using an event mixing procedure. Here, events with six or more jets are composed from events with exactly five jets, two of which are $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$b$$\end{document}$-tagged, merged with the sixth and subsequent leading jets from events of an independent inclusive jet sample. Kinematic similarity of the two events to be mixed is ensured by requiring the similarity of the transverse momenta of both the leading jets in the two events and also of the fifth leading jets. Evaluation of the systematic uncertainties described in Sect. [6](#Sec9){ref-type="sec"} was performed for this independent analysis. This investigation showed that the alternative analysis and the main analysis have similar sensitivities to the top-quark mass. The alternative analysis has yielded a top-quark mass value and a total statistical uncertainty of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Summary {#Sec14}
=======
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ATLAS uses a right-handed coordinate system with its origin at the nominal interaction point (IP) in the centre of the detector and the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Distances between particles or jets are measured using $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The uncorrected statistical uncertainty obtained from the fit yields 1.15 GeV.

The signal histograms used to draw pseudodata include $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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A single event may be used several times in different data sets. The correlation introduced by this resampling technique is corrected in all distributions and results presented in this paper as described in Ref. \[[@CR43]\].

Version 6.520 of [Herwig]{.smallcaps} was used with default parameters (expect for [clpow]{.smallcaps}$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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